The core team of MyOS consists of ﬁve executive team members and three advisors. The team is diverse in nature and
nurture. All have proven experience in the ﬁeld of alternative investment marketing, currency trading and emerging
technologies such as blockchain. Additionally, the team will be supported by experienced advisors in the ﬁelds of digital
marketing, blockchain and smart contract development, regulatory compliance and cyber security.

Founding team members of MyOS are not just deeply rooted in Forex, CFD and Fintech markets, their connections and longterm business relationships represent great resources for bringing the communities of like-minded trading and investing
individuals together in crypto.

ABOUT
MyOS is a community based trading exchange platform that allows anyone to
participate in the crypto economy. By uniquely distributing 100% of the
transaction fees generated on its platform (equally amongst its users and wallet
holders) it is eliminating the need to have several unsecured web accounts and
giving you everything you need to trade eﬀectively within a trustworthy and safe
trading environment.

MYOS is a utility token that will be used on the platform to distribute fees and
access various features and services, such as AI onboarding, time stamped
invoicing etc. MYOS will also be distributed to platform users to incentivise
community building and value creation through the reward system. MyOS can be
held as a trading asset as we plan to list it on all major exchanges. The number of
MYOS tokens will be limited. A er initial issuing, no further series of MyOS tokens
will follow.

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

Trading cryptocurrencies can be overwhelming. There is too

We are building a trust-based social platform, which aspires

much fragmentation within the available technological

to address all major shortcomings within crypto-trading

solutions, making monitoring multiple exchange accounts

and deliver a simpler, more intuitive solution for investors

and keeping investment portfolio up-to-date a strenuous and

and traders, regardless of their experience level.

time-consuming job. Furthermore, the crypto markets tend
to be under constant cyber security threats and saturated
with all sorts of information of which only a small proportion

With 100% fund security as a priority, MyOS features a series

is truly reliable and may result in proﬁts. Such circumstances

of 2 factor authentication protocols and enhancements to

make crypto-trading unnecessarily complex and challenging.

protect, we believe that all MY OS holders will have an
enjoyable trading experience while beneﬁting greatly from
the power of a thriving community. Say goodbye to nerveracking trading experience. With millions of transactions
happening every second, MYOS will be crucial, to securely
and conveniently handle these transactions.
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